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shows data in three dimensions, i.e., 3D city models in most
cases, but also presents a photorealistic surface description
a person to explore and interact, in cyberspace, with the vast (Gruber and Wilmersdof, 1997). Therefore, the description of
surface character and material parameters, including geometry,
amount of environmental and cultural information gathered
about the city. A GIs software for CyberCity, called CcGIs, has photo texture, and additional information, are the contents of
been developed, and this paper reports its technical character- a CyberCity database, and this would result in the CyberCity
istics, including the three-dimensional hierarchical modeling database of an entire city containing some hundreds of gigabytes of data (Gruber, 1999).
technique, the integrated database structure, and the interEven though conventional 3D CAD packages or virtual realactive method of visualization of the three-dimensional data
of urban environments. The effective integrated data organiza- ity systems are able to model and visualize the CyberCity, they
tion strategyfor dynamical loading and progressive rendering, are not suitable for the data management of vast data sets as
which enables CCGIS to support the development, design, and mentioned above. Because GIS is a generic tool for storing,
manipulating, querying, and displaying geographically referpresentation of a large CyberCity, is stressed. Finally, a pilot
enced data, it is a sensible choice to use a GIS as the support
project for CCGIs software application is also demonstrated.
platform for the CyberCity. However, the most common 2D GIS
has little or no information about the 3D relationship between a
Introduction
city's buildings, traffic areas, terrain, etc. The ability to interSince geographic information system (GIS) technologies have
actively visualize design ideas in three dimensions is a vital
been successfully applied in urban planning and management,
there have been increasing demands for three-dimensional ( 3 ~ ) demand in urban design. Current commercially available ZD GIS
are, unfortunately, poor at handling and displaying threerealistic representations of GIS about the urban environment in
dimensional information (Dodge and Jiang, 1998).For this purspatial planning, design, and decision-making applications
pose, there are two quite different strategies for coupling the 3D
(Ranzingerand Gleixner, 1997; Germs et al., 1999;Pullar and
visualization toolkit with a GIS (Dollner and Hinrichs, 2000).
Tidey, 2001). Examples include making virtual walk-through
The first strategy involves using the visualization toolkit as an
streets of a city, virtually visiting a hotel room, planning a tour,
independent system, e.g., the MultiGen-Paradigm's SiteBuilder
the computer-aided design (w) of a garden, etc. (Fritsch,
1999).This demand spurred the research and development of 3~ 3D as a plug-in to the ArcView GIs system from the Environmental Systems Research Institute, Inc (ESFU) (MultiGen-Paradigm,
GIS, and the transition from two-dimensional (ZD)GIS to the
2000).The main disadvantage of this approach is that the visucompletely 3D GIs of a city's environment has therefore become
alization features are restricted by the file exchange format and
the most important modern issue in this area (Gruber and Wilthat dynamic or large data sets are thus difficult to transfer.
mersdof, 1997;Li et al., 2000b). Even though the research and
Alternatively, the visualization toolkit could be integrated as
development of 3D GIs face considerable challenges, strong
part of the GIS (tight coupling), communicating through shared
activities to support this important step in the evolution of a
data structures at the object level, or by object communication
city's GISare evident. It indicates that CyberCity is more often
services: this is the ideal approach. In comparison with the
mentioned than 3D GIs. This paper therefore first examines the
advances in 3D visualization and virtual reality, relatively little
differences between CyberCity, 3D GIs, and CyberCity GIs
has been accomplished in the realization of a practical 3D GIs.
(called CCGIS),
and then introduces the research and developFurthermore, commercial 3D GIs software for general purposes
ment of a CyberCity GIS prototype in China.
is still not available.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: after briefly
Aiming at the increasing requirements of 3D GIs for the
reviewing the historical development in related areas, we will
urban environment and the situation of 3D GIs development, a
emphasize the object-oriented 3D data model, the hierarchical
hot topic in recent years has been the development of a special
modeling methods, the integrated database issues, the inter3D GISfor the CyberCity, which the authors have called Cyberactive visualization strategy,and the pilot application of CCGIS.
City GIs, as explained below (Kofler et a1.,1996; Gruen and
Finally, the summary and conclusions will be presented.
Wang, 1999b).The CyberCity GIs is just one prototype for a real
3D GIs. Unlike the true 3D GISs needed in geological or oceanic
From CyberCity to CyberClty GIs
applications, the main objective of the current CyberCity GIs is
The term "CyberCity" is used to represent the virtual represento deal with 3D solids like buildings as surface models, tempotation of a city that enables a person to explore and interact, in
cyberspace,with the vast amounts of environmental and cultural information gathered about the city (Gruber, 1999; Gruen
and Wang, 1999a; Li et al., 2000a). The CyberCity not only
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most important solid objects of the CyberCity, such as buildings, which is one of the BR techniques making use of facets.
The vertices, edges, facets, and their relationships are explicitly
defined. There are two reasons to use the facet model: first, due
to the fact that most of the spatial applications of 3D city models
are based on the outline geometry of buildings, i.e., the boundary; and second, to enable efficient real-time visualization of
the data model, facilitating both 3~ visualization and GIs
complex objects. Of course, a more detailed description of a
operations;
building,
including both exterior and interior structures, can be
a the hierarchical object-orientated modeling of 30 data;
a support for the levels-of-detail (LOD) concept, both on the data- stored as a point object with special attributes (i.e., a 3DS file)
or divided into a series of facet surfaces. Figure 1 illustrates this
base level and on the dynamic simplification l e ~ e l ;
support for the integration of vast amounts of data with different object-oriented data model, considered as one of the supertypes and different resolutions, including raster data such as
classes of all spatial features. Each superclass is divided into
the digital orthoimage, and
the digital elevation model (DEM),
sub-classes according to its thematic attribute. One or more
texture images, and vector data such as 3D building models; and feature classes can constitute a logical feature layer.
support for interactive dynamic 3~ visualization.
Furthermore, the data structure of the 3D object is one of the
In China, one of the well-recognized research and develop- most significant factors for efficient data access and fast rendering. For example, to benefit the general rendering methods
ment centers for GIs, GPS, and remote sensing-the National
based on OpenGL or DirectX, the following structure is designed
Key Laboratory for Information Engineering in Surveying,
for 3D surface objects:
Mapping and Remote Sensing-has been specializing in the
development of general purpose 2D GIs platform software for
I
more than eight years. GeoStar, the laboratory's flag-ship GIs
object m,
product, has been widely used in broad discipline areas (Gong
feature ID,
and Li, 2000). In order to satisfy the increasing needs of the
visibility (hide or display),
CyberCity GIS,aiming at the solution of the above critical
facet type (convex or concave: the concave facet consists of
issues, we have been developing the prototype of the CyberTIN;the convex facet is just a polygon),
City GIS,called C C G I ~since
,
1996. The first issue we faced was
3D box range,
to design a proper data model for both the management and
boundary points number and 3D coordinates,
visualization of vast 3D city models. Therefore, the conceptual
texture information (m, type, and mapping parameters).
3D datamodel based on the object-orientedmethod will be introI
duced in the next section.
where the object ID and feature m are the unique identifiers of
an object in the database for geometric data and attribute data,
Object-Oriented 3D Data Model
and the visibility value is used to determine whether it is visiSimilar to the formal data structure (FDS) (Molenaar, 1992;
ble or not. This kind of database structure is designed to supGong, 2000; Wang, 2000), the CyberCity models are grouped
port the visualization and manipulation of 3D objects, which is
into six different object types: DEM object, image object, point
object, linear object, surface object, and body object. Both the
favorable for the dynamic generation of virtual models and
real-time rendering, because all the object data, including the
DEM and image objects are not only fundamental data types for
geometric and texture descriptions, can be directly transthe description of urban landscapes, but also the base of 3D
formed into a display from the database. This enables the CcGIs
reconstruction of city models. In most cases, gridded DEM and
image objects are considered as raster objects, and the others are to support the development, design, and presentation of a large
CyberCity.
3D vector objects. All six objects possess geometric and thematic and/or metadata information, and the point, linear, surface, and body objects may possess texture information. The 3D LOD Concept and Hierarchical Modeling Methods for CyberCity
Models at multiple levels of detail (LOD) are intensively used to
vector objects and the relationship between geometric element
control scene complexity and to accelerate rendering for realand object types are defined as below:
time
visualization of complex 3D scenes (Gruber, 1999; Pan et
a The 3D point object, the cube object, has the simplest spatial
al., 1998). Support for the LOD concept therefore becomes one
extension (the 3D position, the azimuth, and the box size) and
significant feature of the CyberCity GIs. LoD models stand for a
sometimes special attributes such as AD models in 3D Studio
sequence of models with various resolutions and quality for
( 3 ~ sformat.
)
In the CyberCity, the tree models, the street lamp

rarily ignoring complicated 3D topology issues. It does not matter how the 3D real world is mapped into spatial databases; the
main point is the availability of a 3D capability in a GIs, which
should be realized in an efficient and robust manner (Fritsch,
1996).Compared with the traditional 3D GIs, the CyberCity GIs
faces several critical issues for 3D data handling:

models, and any elaborate 3D c ~ models
n
are usually identified
as 30 point objects with special attributes.
The 3D linear object, built up of connected line segments as a
3D points string, is mostly used to describe pipelines and
communicationlelectric power lines. Pipelines possess extensions in aperture size and are visualized as an assembly of
cylinders and joint-elbows.
The 30 surface object is composed of one or more facet primitives
n convex polygon. Lakes, road surfaces, and green
such as ~ r or
space are represented as surface objects.
The 3D body object is bordered by special facets: for instance,
a building is composed of walls, the roof, and the floor. In the
CCGIS,
there are two classes of body objects: one is the simple
solid, i.e., primitive entities such as cubes, cylinders, spheres,
and so on. The other is the more complicated solid, usually
composed of a series of primitive entities.

Even though there are several methods for the description
of solids, such as wire-frame, boundary representation (BR),
constructive solid geometry (CSG),and so on (Molenaar, 1992;
Guo, 1996),we employ only the facet model to describe the
362
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the same object in a scene. A multi-resolution concept for
images (e.g.,an image pyramid) is the equivalent method for
raster data. However, for 3D vector data, the realization of the
LOD concept is more difficult. There are two schemes for preparing LOD models, i.e., real-time simplification or creating in
advance. The view-independent methods are usually adopted
for simplification in advance: these LOD models are then stored
in a database, and during the rendering process a specific LOD
model is selected depending on the position of the viewpoint
(Zhou et al., 2001). This kind of LOD concept is considered as
being on the database level. Otherwise, view-dependent methods are used to dynamically simplify the object model in real
time. Because of the complexity of CyberCity, the CCGIS supports the hybrid method of these two schemes. Thus, the first
step is to design the hierarchical modeling methods for LOD
models generation.
The DEM and aerial orthoimage are stored at multi-resolutions as a pyramid, and the data at lower resolution is automatically extracted from the highest resolution or from other data
sources. However, the texture images of the object surface are
stored at a certain unique resolution without the LoD concept.
Aerial images are exploited for roofs, terrain, and other horizontal faces, and all of these surfaces' texture images can be
automatically extracted and associated from the orthoimage.
Facades and vertical faces have to be recorded by additional
photographs taken from the street level. The general image
processing of raw photographs, such as the modification,
adjustment of brightness, and contrast, can be accomplished
by special software such as Adobe's Photoshop. However, the
cCGIS supports interactive texture mapping, so that image rectification based on affine transformation, the association with a
specific surface, the normalization to standard size, and the
choice of multiple mapping modes such as repeated and transparent mapping are available. All the raster objects can be
dynamically simplified during the rendering process as
described in the later section on 3D Dynamic Interactive
Visualization.
A large CyberCity GIS is possible only if the 3D modeling
can be done fast and (at least semi-) automatically. For 3D vector objects,many approaches for automatic and semi-automatic
3D reconstruction, especially for buildings from aerial images
and from 2D GISICAD data, have been proposed in recent years
(Gruen et al., 1999a;Fritsch, 1999;Gruber, 1999).Based on the
above data models and according to the level of detail (LOD)
concept, the CCGIS provides three different 3D modeling
schemes:
Towards a higher level of detail, the elaborate models of some
very compli&ted and noticeable buildings and facilities such
as a TV tower and citv hall can be senerated bv 3DSTUDIO" or
MULTIGEN~.The 3D & models c g then be iGported into the
CCGIS in 3DS format in two manners: one is to completely transform the CAD model to the CcGIs model and then simplify this
model during rendering; the other is to import each 3D CAD
model as a one-point object with special attributes, but this
model will be loaded as a whole for rendering. Such kinds of
models can present the full details of objects, including interior
and exterior features.
Towards the middle level of detail, based on photogrammetry,
laser scanning, and other ground surveying means, 3D coded
data and real texture images can be obtained efficiently to
describe the status of the Ztyscape. The city model is classified
into different ~rimitiveentities according to the shaue characteristics for datasampling, such as point, iine, sphere, cylinder,
polygon with feature points, and lines, and each primitive entity
is sampled as a series of feature points and identified by class
code and user code. Using these sampled data, the CCGIS supports the automatic generation of the topology of 3D vector
objects, especially the reconstruction of the shape of roofs
employing an automatic TIN algorithm within the concern of
features (Li and Zhu, 2000) and the 333 geometric adjustment,
i.e., to level the surface, to make one side parallel with the
PHOTOGRAMMETRIC ENGINEERING & REMOTE SENSING

other, and to make the two sides perpendicular. These are the
remarkable characteristics of the CCGIS for modeling with ease.
Towards a lower level of detail, just based on the ZD GIS data,
i.e., the bottom boundary data of buildings and its height attributes. The C C G I ~supports the automatic conversion fiom ZD
vector data to 3D vector models within planar roofs.

Using the above hierarchical modeling methods, from the
street to each building and even to each room, various details
of the city model can be expressed at the database level. Complex building models then can be assembled in the CCGIS'S interactive editing environment by the use of primitives, and all the
attributes including texture, material, and multimedia
description also can be created and associated. If necessary,the
existing models can be inspected and edited, for example, to
append or delete any kind of object elements (point, line, surface, or body), or to modify the geometric shape of buildings,
such as to change a planar roof to a herringbone roof. For the
quality control purposes of 3~ modeling, the CCGIS supports
reliable geometric inspection. All the obiects can be displayed
one by one overlaying on the orthoimage in ZD, and it is v&
easy to check if the boundary features of an object coincide with
the image edge or not. Furthermore, the 3D city models generated by the CCGE can also be exported into a few open formats
for sharing, such as the VRML format and the 3DS format.

Integrated Database Management
Because CyberCity consists of 3~ vector models, texture images,
DEMs, and multimedia attributes, CyberCity GIS must support
effective data access through integrated database management.
Based on the successful 2D database technology of GeoStar,
CCGIS improves the 3D database structure and data handling,
including the spatial index, data selection, and clipping in perspective space; the data subsection process; and dynamic loading (Zhu, 2000; Gong, 2000). Because the hybrid management
system of files and the relational database system is hardly able
to manage and index large amounts of data and to control
multi-user access, as an alternative to the object-oriented database system which is still used infrequently for GIS,an object
relational database system (ORDBS) like Oracle8.i is the first
choice in CCGIS for a large CyberCity, and the file system is also
provided for some special applications in small districts. For
the purpose of fast visualization of 3D city models, based on the
object-oriented method, we design an effective data organization strategy combining the LoD concept for the integration of
raster and vector data.
DEM and Orthoimage Organization

The DEM is the information carrier of all other spatial data, and
also forms the fundamental framework of the landscape. Thus,
if the study area is very large, such as an entire city, and the DEM
data organization is critical for its dynamical loading and rendering, this problem would become more serious when it is
necessary to create LOD models in real time. Therefore,we considered the handling of large amounts of DEM databases in the
pyramid gridded index manner and the tile-block structure as
shown in Figure 2. The DEM databases are in a pyramid structure within multiple resolutions, each layer of the DEM being
divided into a series of standard tiles, with each tile subdivided
into standard blocks. a block consistine of rows and columns
of data elements stored as a standard revcord of the ORDBs table.
This kind of hierarchical structure facilitates the quick spatial
retrieval and seamless access of raster data. corresponding to
the DEM, the orthoimage as the texture of terrain surface is also
organized in a pyramid structure in the same layer-tile-block
manner, the spatial locations and ranges of tile and block being
identical to those of the DEM. Because the resolution of the
orthoimage is usually higher than that of the DEM in the same
layer, the data volumes of each block in the same layer are quite
different. For example, a DEM block may consists of 1K nodes
April
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Figure 2. The tile- and block-based structure of raster data.

describe the 3D object surface characteristics. There may be a
few surfaces which share the same image pattern, so the texture
image database should not save the images repeatedly. For this
purpose, only the basic texture information such as the m and
mapping parameters are saved in the 3D models database
related to the geometric data; the texture image data are saved
as files in a special texture database. The same texture image
with the same m will possess only one data file.
However, all the attribute data of the CyberCity are classified according to the features, but not subdivided in area.
Through the object ID and the feature m, the geometric data can
be associated with the attributes as well as the texture images,
and, by means of the database functions, many statistical queries and computations can be realized with ease.
For the LoD concept of vector objects at the database level,
the CCGIS prototype provides a simple process, i.e., one object
can possess other more detailed CAD models as special attributes. When there is a requirement to visualize the CyberCity
at a specific level of detail, the CAD model can be retrieved and
displayed independently or embedded into the scene.

3D Dynamic Interactive Visualization
Even if the entire database of a CyberCity is available, but it is
as 4K bytes of elevation values, but a digital orthoimage model
no longer possible to keep all the data in the memory of the
(DOM)
block may involve 64K pixels as 196Kbytes of RGB color
values. In order to further improve the performance of the data- workstation, 3D dynamic interactive visualization will become
a fundamental feature of a CyberCity GIs (Zhu, 1998).Dynamic
base system, each block's data are compressed to less than 50
visualization
stands for the real-time loading of the necessary
percent of their original volume without loss.
data subset, and interactive visualization means the manipulation in virtual modes, such as the walk-through or fly-over
3D Vector Objects Organlzatlon
models. Meeting the needs of dynamic interactive visualizaTo satisfy the demands of the CyberCity GIs for sufficiently fast
tion not only requires a well-organized database system supinteractive visualization, the vector data structure must comporting a fast data retrieval mechanism, but also demands
ply with the following requirements: fast spatial queries and
progressive rendering techniques supporting the real-time genadaptive LOD control. Because of the variable length of records
eration of virtual models at different levels of detail.
for vector data, if a database table consists of too many records,
As shown in Figure 4,the memory paging technique is first
its performance will be decreasing very rapidly. Aiming at the
used for dynamic data loading and the real-time generation of
requirements for efficient management of vast data sets, we
virtual models, i.e., a certain amount of memory is located at
adopted the strategy of dividing the area and classifying the
first. For a DEM and orthoimages, the volume and subdivision
features. As shown in Figure 3a, the entire city is divided into a
of the memory page coincide with the block as planned when
series of subareas, the rectangular bounding boxes of subareas
creating the databases. For the object texture image and the
defined by any meaningful concept according to the building
vector models, the volume of the memory page depends only
density, such as administrative districts or city blocks. The
on the planned rendering times and number of triangle facets
number of objects in each subarea is limited to ensure that each per frame. Only at the start should the full page of data be
database table is the optimal size for excellent performance.
loaded; at any other time only small parts of data should be
The 3D objects are organized according to the classified features loaded and updated, so we call this the dynamic data page.
and stored as clusters (Gong and Li, 2000; Zhu et al., 2000).
Because of the special data organization, the DEM and orthoimUnlike the node-arc-polygon relationship in the ZD GIS, even if
age from the database to the data page in the memory are simply
a building involves several adjacent primitive entities and
mapped from block to block based on the main resolution comeach entity is assembled by facets, we just create one indepenputed according to the view field. Through this kind of process,
dent table to store such hierarchical data types. As shown in
the time needed for dynamic data loading is limited to within
Figure 3b, all the geometric data about one object are stored as
a very short range.
one record in the building table, no matter how complicated it
Another efficient measure to improve the performance of
is. Only the bounding box is saved as the ZD surface in order to
real-time visualization is to simplify the virtual model for each
use the ZD spatial index supported by the Oracle Spatial for fast
frame, i.e., the LOD control at the real-time level. If we want to
query. Because the first level of data retrieval is based only on
obtain a reasonable frame rate per second at a mid-level deskthe outline box of the object in the Oracle DBMS, the results
top workstation, the maximum number of triangle facets per
may not be unique, and the second level of data retrieval is then frame is usually limited to within the range of 10,000to 40,000,
used to obtain a more accurate index by using the geometric
and the total volume of texture images including the terrain texshape data. In particular, the geometric data of 3D vector objects ture is less than 20 megabytes. However, the length of the view
are compressed before being stored into databases and decomfrustum may be changed from several cells to several blocks as
pressed after retrieval. The encoding and decoding methods are demanded during the animation. If this happens, we have to
similar to the Winzip tool; the compression ratio can reach 10
control the LOD for each frame, i.e., to keep the higher detail
to 20 percent, and the total data access efficiency is improved
level of objects near the viewpoint and to simplify the objects
very distinctly.
far away from the viewpoint to the lower detail level, as shown
in Figure 5. In the data page, the objects in different blocks may
be transformed to be displayed at various levels of resolution
Organization of Texture Image and other Attributes
The terrain texture as a DOM is stored in the form of a multi-reso- and quality. There are two approaches to fulfilling this
demand: the first is just to directly load the LOD models from
lution bitmap (bitmap pyramid) and in a unique database as
the databases; the other is to simplify the models in real time.
mentioned above. Herein the texture images are only used to
364
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(b)

Figure 3. The divisional and classified clustering of 3D vector data. (a) Subdivision of
study area. (b) Classified clustering of vector data.
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Figure 4. The dynamic data page based on subdivided blocks.

Because it is impossible to avoid the visible loss of quality
when the terrain texture images of &e same frame are at different resolutions, the resolutions of the orthoimages on all the
data page blocks are identical. However, because the DEMS are
at different levels of detail, another special process has to be
adopted to remove the seam between DEMS when rendering.
PHOTOGRAMMETRIC ENGINEERING & REMOTE SENSING

Fortunately, because the resolution difference of any two
adjacent DEMs is determined beforehand, simple but fast
approaches can be used to solve the seam problem. The most
difficult problem is to generate the LOD models of 3D vector
objects, because the rendering of one object involves regular
and irregular data types. In fact, all the geometric data of

independently, thus controlling the visualization dependent
on the problem and objects in question, this allows the planner,
or the person affected by the plan, to structure the visualization
corresponding with his or her viewing habits.
hgklcvelofddasl

Pilot Applications of CCGIS
Based on the principle described above, the prototype of the
developed using OpenGL and VC+ +6.0 programming languages, and a pilot application for municipal
planning and land information publications has also been
implemented. Figure 6 illustrates the user interface of the
CcGIs. This test area covers about 54 square kilometers (6 km
by 9 km, Figure 6 (b)),and there are a total of 187 buildings. The
basic 3D building roof boundary points are collected by the JX4A DPW interactively; based on these coded roof boundary
points and DEM data, the CCGIS automatically generates a11 the
3D building models in a few minutes, and all the texture images
and attributes are related to the objects interactively. Each DEM
block consists of 33 by 33 cells and the orthoimage block consists of 256 by 256 pixels, a tile including 16 by 16 blocks. The
pyramid DEM databases are designed at multi-resolutions of
2m, 4m, 8m, and 16m, respectively, and the resolutions of
orthoimage databases are about one-eighth of that of the DEMs.
The total data amount is 315 mega-bytes. The desktop worksta-

dhelofddail

rn
Figure 5. The
time level.

LOD

C C G I ~has been

bwslsnlofddrdl

(level of details) concept at the real-

selected objects have been loaded into the data page, but the
texture images are just loaded as necessary. When rendering the
data in memory, a special simplification of the geometric shape
is processed in real time, i.e., to omit the roof shape of objects at
lower levels of detail.
The above special process is useful to keep the high fidelity
of visual impact as well as to reduce the data volume. Because
each object in the database can be manipulated and displayed

Property :
Wstcr &a1 :
StructUxC:
an& Agent :

(b)

Figure 6. A pilot application of
query of 3~ city models.
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I

tion we selected is a general PentiumIII750,its texture memory
is 32MB, the main memory is 512MB, and the ORDB is Oracle8.16 Spatial. When we control the number of triangles per
frame to be less than 20,000, the frame rate of animation can
reach 9.5 per second. In the 3D cityscape as shown in Figure 6b,
we can query the information about any building, even any
personal estate information in this district. This kind of lifelike
query has been admired by most residents and managers. According to this idea, it is planned to construct the CyberCityGIs
for the entire city (more than 400,000 buildings over the 326
square-km-area) at 1:2000 scale.
In the meantime, the prototype of the CCGIS also provides
other versatile GIs functionality such as SQL query, spatial buffering, query-based selection, e t ~Any
. individual or group of
selected GIS objects can be rotated and translated in 3D space,
and the object can be hidden in any case. Quick analysis of
object-to-objectdistances, object heights, and sunlight is also
available.

Conclusions
Aiming at the requirements of CyberCity development, the
CCGISsimply provides an initial solution, based on an object
relational database (ORDB) system and OpenGL rendering language. The levels-of-detail (LOD) concepts for integrated databases are considered at both the hierarchical database level and
the real-time simplification level, which enables the CCGISto
support large CyberCity construction and dynamic visualization. The pilot application proved that the hierarchical 3D
modeling method and data model are significant to the 3D GIs;
the real-time visualization of a large CyberCityneeds elaborate
data organization and a dynamic loading strategy. As a prototype of the CyberCity GIs, in addition to the optimization of
software development, the following critical issues have to be
further researched:
A more perfect spatial index approach supporting the LOD concept is the key factor to improve the access performance of a
vast database.
More convenient interactive visualization techniques though
the networks are very important to promote the application of
the CyberCity GISto more extensive fields. Our near future work
includes expanding the current clientlserver architecture to
the browserlserver architecture, i.e., the Web-based CyberCity
interactive visualization.
Rather than demands for visualization of integrated databases,
more versatile applications of 3D spatial analysis also need the
integration of different types of data. This will require/encourage the expression and automatic generation of a topological
relationship between 3D vector objects.
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